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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 36
pages. Original publisher: Emmitsburg, Md. : Federal Emergency Management Agency, U. S. Fire
Administration, National Fire Data Center, 1993. OCLC Number: (OCoLC)71806157 Subject: Fire
investigation -- Case studies. Excerpt: . . . USFA-TR-072 February 1993 5 Firefighters were able to gain
access to all portions of the building at this time, where they discov-ered three bodies in the second
floor north apartment bedroom and six bodies in the second floor south apartment living room.
The victims in the south apartment appeared to have been asleep on the floor and never woke up.
One boy who did not live in the south apartment apparently went into that apartment while his
father was fighting the fire in the hallway. All the bodies were removed and transported to the
morgue. During the overhaul operation, a melted battery-operated smoke detector was found on
the floor in the living room by the north wall of the apartment where the six fatalities occurred.
Above it was an air transfer vent which allowed smoke and heat into this room from the corridor. It
appears that this detector was mounted somewhere below this opening. Fire...
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Reviews
Good e-book and helpful one. It can be writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. I realized this ebook from my i and dad recommended this book to
find out.
-- O z ella B a tz
It in a of the most popular publication. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is
merely soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Ger a r do Ra th
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